
Fundamental Algorithms, Assignment 3
Due at : Monday, 6.00 PM, July 13, 2009

Instructor: Abhijit Guria

Q1. CLRS : Problems 23-1: Second-best minimum spanning tree

Q2. Making Change

You are given n types of coin denominations of values v(1) < v(2) < ... < v(n) (all integers). Assume v(1)
= 1, so you can always make change for any amount of money C. Give an algorithm which makes change
for an amount of money C with as few coins as possible.

Q3. Building Bridges

Consider a 2-D map with a horizontal river passing through its center. There are n cities on the southern
bank with x-coordinates a(1) ... a(n) and n cities on the northern bank with x-coordinates b(1) ... b(n).
You want to connect as many north-south pairs of cities as possible with bridges such that no two bridges
cross. When connecting cities, you can only connect city i on the northern bank to city i on the southern
bank.

Hint: Sort the cities by their x-coordinates. Find when can two bridge intersect using the rank of the cities
connected by them.

Q4. Balanced Partition

You have a set of n integers each in the range 0 ... K. Partition these integers into two subsets such that you
minimize |S1 - S2|, where S1 and S2 denote the sums of the elements in each of the two subsets.

Q5. Two-Person Traversal of a Sequence of Cities

You are given an ordered sequence of n cities, and the distances between every pair of cities. You must
partition the cities into two subsequences (not necessarily contiguous) such that person A visits all cities in
the first subsequence (in order), person B visits all cities in the second subsequence (in order), and such that
the sum of the total distances traveled by A and B is minimized. Assume that person A and person B start
initially at the first city in their respective subsequences.

Q6. Optimal Strategy for a Game

Consider a row of n coins of values v(1) ... v(n), where n is even. We play a game against an opponent by
alternating turns. In each turn, a player selects either the first or last coin from the row, removes it from the
row permanently, and receives the value of the coin. Determine the maximum possible amount of money we
can definitely win if we move first.
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